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January 16, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson ComissionI Rccomimenation No. 4 RefLting o

Recoumendation

"We LCUmmU d LI& %ilateral donors and international agencies vide
financial assistance to institutions such as development banks and
clearing and paymnnto unionsjwhich are designed to promote trade among
developing countries on a regional scale." 1/

Background

This recommendation appears in the context of a discussion of ways in

which developing countries might realize greater development benefits from

increased trade among themselves. The Commission says that while the possi-

bility of ; g obal tariff concessioniand clearing arrangement~should be con-

sidered by the developing countries themselves and specifically by UNCTAD

and IF, the Bank and others should also promote regional trade among LDCs

by providing financial assistance to development banks, clearing houses and

payments unions, which are created when regional trade arrangements are en-

tered into. This assistance, the Commission comments, is necessary because

preferential trading arrangements tend to generate unequal benefits and costs

among member countries and such problems threaten the stability of the arrange-

ment. Means should be found, therefore, to ensure an equitable distribution

of benefits. While the Commission did not explicitly discuss the causes of

such imbalances, it did draw attention to "the great stimulus to industrial-

ization provided by enlarged markets,"2/ thus suggesting that imbalances occur

chiefly as a result of imbalanced industrial development as between countries

entering into such arrangements.

1/ Report, page 9e:

2/
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An al s

While the Commission's recommenclation covers assistance to clearing and
payments unions as well as development banks, the former raises issues that

1/concern primarily the International Monetary Fund. This memorandum is,
therefore, addressed only to the question of Bank Group assistance to devel-

opment banks that have been created to facilitate economic integration under
2/regional trade, or economic community, agreements.

The Commission is correct in associating success in regional trade among
developing countries with successful policies to encourage industrialization,

3/
particularly for production of consumer goods. Investment assistance, there-
fore, clearly has a role to play in creating or expanding the production

base and the infrastructure necessary to encourage the acceptance, as well as
to ensure the continued economic viability, of such arrangements.

Moreover, many of the projects required may be particularly suited for
investment by the regional development banks. Bank cooperation with devel-
opment banks that are a part of regional trading arrangements,however, has been
limited by the small number of such banks. Out of approximately 15 regional
economic groupings undertaken among less developed countries, some of which have
not been fully implemented, only three have included the establishment of devel-
opment banks. The banks in question are the East African Development Bank and the
Central American Bank for Economic Integration, which are operating, and the
Caribbean Development Bank, which is just being organized.

1/ Another recommendation, dealing with clearing arrangements for trade among
developing countries, is specifically directed to the IMF "in cooperationwith UNCTAD" (Report, page 94).

2/ While the objectives of the three major regional banks, the African Devel-bpment Bank, the Asian Development Bank and the Inter-American DevelopmentBank, include tie promotion of regional economic cooperation, it isapparent frow the context of the recommendation that the Commission hadprimarily in mind other kinds of organizations. Various aspects of theBank Group's relations with the regional banks are dealt with in memorandaanalyzing other recommendations of the Commission.

3/ This is shown in an analysis by Bank staff of the Central American Common
Market. See "Economic Development and Prospects of Central America,"
Report No. WH-170a, June 5, 1967.
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The World Bank Group has supported and cooperated in a number of ways

with these three banks. Technical assistance has been provided in connection

with the drafting of charters and during the stage of organization. Relations

with the East African Development Bank have been particularly active and have

included provision of an internship in the Bank for a senior member of the

EADE staff. We have also offered to cooperate with these banks in the joint

financing of projects. orcrnrl 4-

- eCt - n Tank.

As noted in the memorandum analyzing Recommendation No. 15 (SecM69-541,

dated December 11, 1969), the Bank has a well-established policy of supporting

national development banks, not merely because they can be effective retail

outlets for dispensing external finance and technical assistance, but also

because we want to help build effective local investment institutions. The

three regional integration banks mentioned above have many of the charac-

teristics of national development banks but

outlets ftr- BrankiC (WiYTist. r, they i e-r--rpm-n tenaI develvpncnt

banltnr0nm ief o f sigficant respects. A/Bank loan to a regional inte-

gration bank would, of course, require the guarantee of at least one of the

governments in the region, and as no one of the participating governments is

likely to be willing to guarantee the full amount of the loan, this would in
1/

practice mean that a joint guarantee would have to be negotiated. 5444a.-

mt du a-' imli catnalttiUih ti T n esa superab

A-mor i-rpbrtat dif f erenceab2CIween rpgi nnal i tn-national

development banhs if free of political interference in
)

their operations, can allocate their resources with the sole objective of

obtaining the highest economic return to the national economy. A regional

integration bank A 4h owa, y definitun-, LUnrdtr as an additional

objective the promotion of better economic balance among the countries forming

1/ There would be no such problem with respect to an IDA credit.
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the regional economic grouping. PTr+U4-+--e-tht-bjerrviTiiht sometimes

lead the bank to make investments in locations that would not be selected

if only rate-of-return criteria were followed. In considering the eligi-

bility of a regional integration bank for Bank Group financing, therefore,

the long-run economic advantages of more balanced industrial growth in the

region and the bank's capacity to contribute to such balance must be asses-

sed, together with the institution's adherence to sound economic criteria

in.Aifr-choee-ef-investme~trs. This involves more complex judgments than

are normally required for evaluating the performance of a national devel-

opment bank.

Conclusion

The amount of Bank Group financial assistance that could appropriately

be channeled through regional integration banks is likely to be small in the

near future. Nevertheless, I think we should adopt the same positive atti-

tude towards those institutions as we have toward national development

banks, provided that the institutions in question are financially sound and

well managed and we are convinced that their operations can make a signifi-

cant contribution to economic integration, and therefore to economic growth,

in their respective regions. Subject to these conditions, I believe that we

should accept in principle the Commission's recommendation as it applies to

such institutions.

Robert S. McNamara

1/ ch financiagwouldSs o require, of cou se, evaluat'on of the economic

perforam /of the countries erved by de regional integration ank.
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OFFICE MMOR ANDUM 4/
TO: Messrs. Knapp, AI c old and FiATEn D Jvwutry 7, 1570

FROM: Ri IOrd II. 1)anui h

SUJECT: Pearson Cordienion Ijo15ndation on Debt Relief

Attached ic a draft of a memorandum onalyzino the Pearson Comission
reeo:i.cndaton on debt relief, together with ty note transAttinj th
dralt to hr. Ilanra. He returned the draft to me, saying that it Was
"1an exellent treat nt of a nest diUficult subject", bu- that it was so
XMpormft thwt he washed to discuss it with you three and with me on
llonday, Janry 19, follehing thn P.C. mCoting,

31r. Meilaiara would lik us to consider two issues in particular.
One is the quyes1ion referred to in my transittal note, raised by Ronnie:
whether there should be deleted front the d UaJt nmorandum referene to
the provision en debt reliif in the Bank's Articles and to the Bank's logzl
capacity to modify the terms of i:s loanus. A memorandum rcsn Ronnie deal-
ing with this question is also attached. There are brackets on page ofthe draft merandum around t ox texL material which Ronnie proposes for
deletion; tha footnote numbered "3" on that page would be added under his
proposal. Although my note to Mr. Mchwuara was prepared before I sawRonn tclc ems, it remains my viow that it would be wholly inanprepriate
to give the Executive Directors a paper on debt relic? which did not esuoe
the provision of the Articles specificalJly dealing with the subject.

The second, and much more important, question for conzideratien iS
whether the draft riemorandum should take the position, which it now does,
that we should decide on a case-by-ease basis whether to participate finan-
cially in a debt rescheduling, recegnising that there may be cases in which
we should do so. Mr. cNnara ha prut brackets a-_ound a paragrauh on
page 7 and part of the text on page 8, end asks us to consider whether the
bracketed material should be deleted and the words appoaring in the margin
on pago 8 added. The effect of those chages would be to indicate that theBank does not expect to participate financially in debt resehedulings.
This position needs to be considcred, among other things, in the light ei
the provision of the Articles mentioned above, giving borrowing countries
a right to apply for debt relief in certain circumstances.
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10f ?D.MEMOANDU "OTRE XECUIVEDIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recat:e:d:t on No. 12 Concerning Aid
Cooardrnaton

Recommendation

p herefor eo reparations begin at the earliest

possible moment for establishment, where necessary, of new multilat-

eral groupings which provide for annual reviews of the development

performance of recipients and the discharge of aid and related con-

mitments by donors. The World Bank and the regional deVel& ment banks

should take the lead in discussions -o this end, and the World Bank,

or another appropriate existing agency, should provide the necessary

reporting services for such groups. "1/

Background

This recommendation reflects the Comlaission's concern about the extent

to which development assistance is still uncoordinated, unrelated to any

agreed set of priorities in the economies of recipient countries, and insuf-

ficiently guided by and rezponsive to "development performance" as cont rasted

to other considerations, such as historical relationships between donors arid

recipients and political objectives of donor governmzents. The Cosmission

considered that the Bank's activities in the field of aid coordination, parti-

cular.y its sponsorship of coordination machinery such as consortia and con-

sultative groups, and its staff support of aid coordination exercises sponsored

by others, have made an important contribution to the solution of this range

of problems. The recommendation, ir effect, is that these efforts should be

j/ Report, page 1 3T.
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pursued and, where appropriate, expanded to cover additional developing coun-

tries. But the Cormission also proposed that coordinating efforts be

deepened and strengthened in various ways, e.g., by extending them to techni-

cal assistance and by giving the coordinating groups responsibility for

reviewing not only recipient country performance but also the extent to which

donor countries' aid and related commitments towards recipients have been

discharged. The Commission further suggested that, for at least some of the

proposed new groupings, coordination might be effected through regional

arrangements. It believed that the participation of other developing coun-

tries in addition to the recipient would be particularly useful, citing as a

precedent the reviews conducted by the Inter-American Committee for the

Alliance for Progress (CIAP) . Finally, it proposed, with respect to the

regional development banks, that they: should play some role in initiating

discussions looking to the creation of new groupings, and might eventually, as

and when they develop the capacity to do so, provide Pjme of the requisite

reporting services for the new groups./

Analysis

As the Executive Directors know, we are substantially expanding our program

of economic missions. Annual reviews of development programs and performance

will be prepared for all developing member countries with a population of more

than 10 million (these approximately 30 countries account for /%7 of the

total population of developing vamber countries). Reports on the other devel-

oping member countries will also be prepared on a regularly scheduled basis,

biennially or triennially. Economic reports will not only be undertaken on a

1/ Ibid., pages 130-131.
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more frequent and more regular schedule than has been the case in the past but,

in addition, they ill be far more comprehensive. They will provide:

(a) an evalUation of the situation and prospects of the econowy;

(b) an analysis of ths country's developmont objectives and of the major

development obstacles and assets of the economy;

(c) an infored judgment concerning the appropriate development strategy

to be pursued by the government concerned and the likelihood that it

will take the action required to carry out that strategy;

(d) an assessment of domestic and external financing requi:gements and of

the possibilities of meeting them;

(e) an analysis of the principal preinvestment surveys and studies re-

quired carry out the development progra and of the relative pri-

orities of those requirements;

(f) an appraisal of the available machinery for planning and for the

formulation of economic and financial policy;

(g) an analysis of the problems of investment and resource mobilization

and allocation within .the economy and among sectors, of external

debt prospects, of appropriate borrowing terms, and of creditworthi-

ness; and -- J

an appraisal of the "quality" as well as The "quantity" of economic

development, e.g., they will discuss income distribution, literacy

levels, life expectancy, trends in unemployment, etc.

The Bank's experience indicates that the most important element in pro-

moting coordination for any developing country, rhether or not a formal aid

coordination group exists, is the provision to all interested donor govern-

ments and institutions of objective, comprehensive and up-to-date reports of



this kind. Such' reports are necessary to provide guidance for thosa who rake

decisions about aid programs; help all concerned to proceed on the basis of a

common understanding concerning the critical development problems facing each

country; indicate priority sectors for financial and technical assistance;

and, to an increasing extent, outline development strategies agreed between

the country in quesbion and the Bank as being both reasonable and worthy of

international support.

Effective coordination of the aid programs of a number of donors, whose

objectives and motivations may not be identical and whose appraches and sys-

tems of administration are likely to differ from one another, is a delicate

and complex task, the difficulty of which should not be underestimated. While

we have been making progress in this task in some countries, as the Coimmission

recognized, I fully agree with the Commission's view thatyt nearly enough

has been done. During the past year, for example, only )X of the approxi-

mately 30 countries to which we plan to send annual review missions were the

object of attention by multilateral meetings reviewing both the development

performance of the country in question and the development assistance activi-

ties in that country of intereste dcor governments and international agen-

cies. I am convinced that all 30 countries, and others as well, could benefit

from regular aid coordination exercises.

As of now, the Bank takes principal responsibility for 9 of the f co-

ordinating groups referred to above: the India and Pakistan Consortia, the

Consultative Groups for Colombia, East Africa (Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and the

East African Community), Ghana, Korea, Morocco, Tunisia, and Ceylon. The Bank

also provides econo;mic reports wh:ich scrve as tho bav5 s, or one of the bases.

for the deiibaaiois of The following coordination and review groups; the



Inter-Goverrnmental Group for Indonesia (chaired by the Government of the

Netherlands); the Turkey Consortiui (sponsored by the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development ai-th an independent chairman); and the

Inter-American Committee for the Alliance for Progress (CIAP) reviewstC

. In addition, the Bank has provided ana-

lytical reports for the informal, although quite active, aid coordination

group convened by the Government of Guyana, and has participated in the dis-

cussions of that group.

In the past, some of the coordinating groups, such as the India and

Pakistan Consortia, the coordinating groups for Ceylon, Ghana and Indonesia,

and eea4ain-ei the CIAP groups, have met regularly on an annual basis, while

others, for a variety of reasons, have met irregularly. For the future,

however, I intend to recommend thaG all the groups for which the Bank takes

principal responsibility should meet regularly; this will be facilitated by

the expanded system of economic reporting which will generate, on a regular

basis, the documentation needed. Meetings are planned during 1970 for the

India and Pakistan Consortia and for groups for Ceyl Colombia, East

Africa, Ghana, Korea, Morocco and Tunisia. I informed that the groups
N

for -6uansr Indonesia and Turkey will also meet in 1970, and that there will

be CIAP reviews of Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico during the year.

I do not believe that this over-all effort is nearly good enough. In

my view, the Bank should take the initiative in seeking to orrnize, at the

earliest appropriate time, coordinating groups for of the 30 "annual

economic review" countries for which such groups do not now exist. Consulta-

tions will be required with the governments concerned and with potential

participants in such groups. In some cases relatively simple and informal
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coordinating machinery will suffice. In other cases, more formal consultative

groups ill be needed.

In addition, I believe that the existing Bank-sponsored coordinating

groups can and should be st-rengthened. Our new program of more intensive and

more regular economic reports is one step in this direction. In particular,

we intend that these groups should concern themselves more than in the past

with development strategy and with the coordination of major technical assist-

ance activities, a field in which we have thus far made only a modest start.

As noted above, our economic missions will be seeking to deter4giyne priorities

for preinvestment as well as investment activities. The United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP) has agreed to cooperate with these missions by

associating the UNDP Resident Representatives with their work, especially

with respect to the technical assistance and preinvestment aspects. We have

also asked for and are receiving the cooperation of FAO, ILO, Unesco and WHO

in providing information and, in some cases, appropriate technical staff to

assist these Bank missions. I am hopeful that this will contribute to better

coordination of the international aid effort, to the importance of which the

Commission has called attention.

I am not prepared at this time to comment on the Commission's recommenda-

tion that aid coordinating groups should engage in "explicit and formal" re-

views of donors' aid policies and procedures.! This recommendation raises

questions which affect other international organizations and which are slated

for extensive discussion later this year by those organizations in connection

with the strategy for the Second Development Decade.

I/ Report, page 130.
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The Commission's proposal that some of the new coordinating groups

should be regional in scope has attractions, particularly for areas where a

number of smaller countries are seeking to develop their economies within

the framework of a regional market. We have in fact organized one coordi-

nating exercise on a regional basis: the Consultative Group for East

Africa, covering Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and the East African Community.

The three countries and their Community have many common ties and, in some

respects, are operating as an economic region, so that a regional mechanism

seemed entirely appropriate. However, in practice, it has proved necessary

to conduct the activities of the consultative group for the most part on a

country, rather than a regional, basis. Although this experience points up

the practical difficulties of the regional. approach, I do not believe that

it should deter us from creating or supporting other regional coordinating

groups in appropriate circumstances.

he Commission saw as a particular advantage of regional groupings
C',m

that th permit the membership of a number of developing countries, all of

which woul participate when the performance of each developing member was

under examina n. In this connection, it cited the case of CIAP as a pos-

sible precedent.- While I see some benefits from the wider participation

of the developing c ntries, I question whether, in the immediate future,

multilateral groupings oviding for such participation would be more ef-

fective than the Bank's con ultative groups. Accordingly, I believe that,

in connection with coordinatinggroups to be created in the near future,

the Bank should continue to favor the single recipient country approach for

1/ In fact, individual country revie by CIAP are normally conducted with
only one member of the CIAP present that member serving as chairman.
Other members of CIAP are entitled t attend these meetings but do not
normally do so. The other participan 1 ' are sbaff members of the OAS
and representatives of the IBRD, the I IADB and U.S. AID.
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the larger nation's and to reserve the regional approach for smaller countries,

parti ularly those trying to develop within the framework of an economic

I do not believe that it is necessary or desirable to take any position

now with respect to the Commission's suggestion that the regional development

banks should eventually take the lead in organizing, or providing the report-

ing needed for, coordination exercises for some of the smaller countries.

The suggestion merits exploration after we have gained more experience as to

the requirements for effective aid coordination.

Conclusion

I believe that the Bank should substantially expand its efforts to im-

prove aid coordination activities, as recommended by the Commission. In par-

ticular, I believe that it sho ld tac y initiative in organizing some form

of aid coordination for the apoximately 0 large countries for which no

adequate coordinating machinery exists, and perhaps for some other countries

as well. Moreover, I believe that we should intensify and expand the activi-

ties of the existing coordinating groups which we sponsor, particularly

through convening more regular meetings and through devoting more attention

to the discussion of development strategy and the coordination of major

technical assistance requirements. We intend, as in the past, to review

periodically with the principal interested governments the experience we gain

in coordinating groups, with the object of continuing our efforts to improve

their effectiveness.

Robert S. McNamara
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ME'MRAEI,_M TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECIOPS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendations Nos. 24 and 27, Concerning
Researcli

Recommendai ons

"Multilnteral lending agencies also will need to finance research

and development projects on a larger scale than before. The World

Bank Group, as well as the Regional Banks, should pay greater atten-

tion to problems of research and development in ticir con itry

studies and should themselves identify needs for scientific and
1/

technological research."

"Regional or national laboratories and research institutes should be

established to study techniques of natural resource utilization and

to improve industrial product design and production techniques

Industrialized countries should assist in the establishment of inter-

national and regional centers for scientific and technological re-

search in developing countries, designed to serve the community of

developing countries and specializing in distinct fields of research
2/

and their application."

Background

These recommendations appear in the context of a strong plea by the

Commission for greater support, by all sources of developmnnt assistance, multi-

lateral and bilateral, for research activities focus/ed on development problems.

Research in new teeiniques of education and in human reproduction and fertility

1/ Report, page 205.

2/ Report, page 207.
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1/
control are specifically proposed for financial support by the Bank Group.

The portion of the report concerning assistance to research in general, in which

the recommendations quoted above are found, suggests several other areas as

deserving of investigation (e.g., tropical agriculture, housing and urban plan-

ning, utilization of natural resources, improved design of industrial products,

weather control), but adds that it is not possible at this point to identify the

specific subjects that might most usefully be studied.

Noting that a considerable, but insufficient, amount of external assist-

ance has been devoted to research in the past (especially in agriculture and

medicine by former colonial governments andby nrivate foundations), the Com-

mission takes the view that not enough thought has been given to getting the

most out of this total international effort. Research efforts in the

developing countries have too often been imitative of research done in

wealthier countries; too often their budgetary support has been wholly insuf-

ficient; and too often limited funds and research staff have been scattered

too thinly over too wide a set of activities. Also, too few resources have

been devoted to social science research. To overcome these many deficiencies, the

Commission recommends that developing countries establish top policy-making

bodies to guide scientific and technological research activities and to link

the nation's scientific community to planning authorities. Activities regarded as

"scientific' should be linked to universities; activities to promote techno-

logical change should be assisted by the establishment of regional or national
2/

laboratories and research institutes. Although there is no formal recommendation

I/ The recommandation for support of research in education (Recommendation No. 26)

is the subject of a separate memorandum. The recommendation for support of

research in human reproduction and fertility control (Recommendation No. 23)

will also be separately analyzed.

2/ Report, pate 203.
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by the Commission that the Bank should finance the establishment of such

technology-changing institutions or that it should assist in the establish-

ment of international research centers designed to serve the needs of

several countries, the text makes clear that the Con.ission believed that

the Bank should do so.

Analy sis

Jn-.garel, e Commission's emphasis on the need for more research on

applied development technology and for its necessary scientific infrastructure

is surely correct. We can, I believe, accept the reconmendation that we broaden

our country study work to include consideration of scientific and technological

policies and institutions tw

-every couni-L Y, 2 qq iC_ -rt t inTC a sec iion on5 rese16rn C TMovdcpiUuMit

ieds. I am instructing the Area Departments to arrange for coverage of this

topic in country economic reports when in their judgment it would be both practic-

able and important from the standpoint of the country concerned to do so. I am

also instructing those Departments to place the topic on the agenda of meet-

ings of Bank-sponsored aid coordinating groups when they consider that it would

be appropriate and useful to have it discussed by donors.

In the past, the Bank Group has been more concerned with the transfer of

existing technology to the developing countries than with the adaptation of

technology or the development of new scientific and technological knowledge. Orr -

ene occasion we provided technicalasaistance or

institute: we helped LhDnvrament-ofteyln to6frtanizean InstitTe~Y

Cofint if ft i Ld=IturtA~l suaec a&iFnTEItr hdihe a staf fierhaavaiib>

t-e-tL _ the Pi~tTt s -ffirst director. Occasionally we have supported
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research and development--oriented activities and institutions when these were

integrated into projects: for example, we have helped to finance agricultural

research activities as an aspect of an agricultural college or a multipurpose

water-use project. But we have not directly financed activities and insti-

tutions which are primarily research and development-oriented.

I believe that we should accept in principle the Commission's view that

the Bank Group should be prepared to finance the establishment of national

and international research and development institutions. Indeed, as the

Executive Directors will recall, their report on"Stabilization of Prices of
1/

Primary Products", which I transmitted to the Board of Governors on

June 25, 1969, stated that the Bank Group would be preparedgwhitre-a-p4yrrrg

to "participate in financing

agricultural and other research having high priority in developing countries,

as much as possible in cooperation with other national and international in-

stitutions".

The record of technological and research institutes is not everywhere

favorable. Frequently they have functioned without any clear set of national

policies, with wholly inadequate budgetary support and a consequent inability to

attract competent staff:often they have failed to establish effective relationships

with the productive sectors they are intended to serve. On the other hand, there

are a number of successful research and development institutions, both national

and international, which demonstrate the extraordinarily high productivity which

these activities can attain if properly organized, finajced and staffed, It

would be important, I believe, that we nrt support -a instituty operating

l/ R69-144/1, June 24, 1969.
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in p, fieldiin which we -1aAok the expertise necessary to evaluate performance

or where we cangst ally ourselves with a technical partner competent to pro-

vide it. This suggests that for the present we should concentrate primarily

on the fields of agriculture, industry, education and population,in all of

which, as the Commission suggests, there is need for a great deal more research.

We would of course wish to be sure that the particular institute proposed

for Bank Group financing was soundly organized and managed or, in the case of

a proposed new institute, that the contemplated arrangements are satisfactory.

The financing of national institutions presents no particular problems.

They may appropriately be financed by a loan or a credit to the government con-

cerned. Some financing of local currency expenditures may be required. In-

ternational institutes /-em e activities are designed for the benefit of a

numlcbc: of countrics, not merely ad pcr snur evcn- primily-for the country

in which they are located,4 are in a different categor Always assuming they

are soundly organized and managed, institutes of this type are, I believe,

particularly worthy of our support. An international institute can expedite

the establishment of, strengthen, and provide guidance to, national institutes

and programs, which can benefit from and adapt to their own requirements the

work done at the international center. The teams of scientists assembled at

an international institute can provide training of scientists and technicians

to staff national institutes and may be called upon by the latter for advice

and technical assistance. Through them, programs carried on in individual

developing countries can be linked together.

I/ See the memorandum analyzing Recommendation No. 17, on financing of

local currency expenditures.
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r: The International Rice Research Institute 4lhli n the Philippines and

the Center for the Improvement of Maize and Wheat in Mexico are out--

standing examples of what can be accoplished 7 I e in-

vited the U.N. Development Programme (UtP) and the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (PA) to join with the fank in exploring

the possibility of mobilizing long-term financial support from international

agencies, governments and private sources to supplement present arrangements

for financing existing international agricultural research institutes and,

over time, a number of new ones. The UNDP and FAO have both expressed inter-

est in cooperating with us in this matter. Ths-i initiative ourspartpre-

ceded, end os inderdentothe Comiss ion's recommendation. If, as I

hope, the exploratory discussions prove promising, I shall make specific

proposals to the Board with respect to the Bank's participation.

However, a pr lem we shall have to resolve n undertaking to provide

financial supp .t for any international insti ite is the form which our a ist-

ance is to ake. The government in whose erritories such an institute /Is, or

is to , located may well be prepared o make a site available and e en to

co ribute to the costs of establisi .ng such an institution. But i is not

likely to be willing to assume a ontinuing obligation for its sup rt, par-

ticularly since the work of t e institute would be designed to benefit equally

a number of other countri . While we shall want to explore all possibilities

of providing our assis, nee in the form of long-term credits, it seems likely

that grant funds w be required. In that event, it might be desirable

to propose, in ecomrnending allocation of the Bank's et income, that a

/I o
specified sr 11 percentage should be available, thr'ugh the Bank or IDA, for

grants &r rreech pUrOe'.rA present we do not have any clear



idea of the ordtr of magnitude of financial supprirt which could usefully and

appropriatdly be provided. I believe, therefore, that, while accepting the,

-ougamat- r support for research, we should

prcfcLrd on a pragmatic basis, startirg with the initiative rckting to inter-

national agricultural research institutes mentioned above.

Conclusion

The ComiAssion's recommendation that our country economic reports take

explicit account of problems of research and development, including, where

feasible, the identification of need for scientific and technological research,

should be accepted, totiepb ud We should

also accept, in principle, the recommendation for Bank Group support of national

and international research and development institutionsrtth-L i- g-audd3i

which satisfy our normal project criteria. We should, lowevr, poceed cautiously,

confinirg ourselves initially to research institutes in the fields of agricul-

ture, industry, education and populntion. If the initiative already put in train

to mobilize long-term financial support for international agricultural research

institutes proves successful, I expect to present specific proposals for Bank

participation to the Executive Directors for approval.

Robert S. McNamara


